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Exam’s Topic: Level 3, Final exam                                                                         Time:   1:30 m  

Teacher’s Name: Ahmad Alshatti                                                                            Total Marks: 60 

Phone Number: 0791943248 

Student’s Name: ………………………………………………………..…………………………….. 

Question Number One (29 points) 

For items (1 - 29), read each one carefully then choose from A, B, C or D the correct answer, write the answers 

down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 

1- We can all work hard to reduce our_________________ by living a more environmentally- friendly lifestyle. 

A) carbon footprint                  B) public transport             C) biological waste                      D) urban planning 

2- Therefore, people can communicate more quickly and conveniently. 

-  The language function for the underlined word is_________________ 

A)  expressing continuation. 

B) indicating opposition. 

C) indicating consequences. 

D) giving advice 

3- My father gave us the green light to go on the camping trip.  

- The underlined color idiom means____________________ 

A) a useless possession                  B) permission                 C) unexpectedly                      D) simultaneously 

4- Next week I will ________________ a course in English Language. 

A) get                                             B) catch                          C) attend                                  D) take   

5- You can fill _________________ this application form and then send it. 

A) with                                          B) about                           C) in                                        D) about  

6- Our computers and mobile phones will take care of us. 

- The rhetorical device used in the above sentence is________________ 

A) Simile                                      B) Metaphor                     C) metaphor                            D) personification 

7- The researchers avoid ____________ all information in their research.  

A) Add                                          B) to add                          C) adding                                D) added 

8-  Joining a gym can be very tiring at first If you_____________ doing much exercise. 

A) isn’t used to                             B) didn’t use to                 C) aren’t used to                    D) hadn’t used to 

9-  There ____________ a lot more wild animals in the Past, but they are becoming rare nowadays. 

A) used to be                                        B) was used to being         C) were used to being        D) use to be 

10- I would have helped him if I ____________________ that his condition was so bad. 

A) known                     B) knew                             C) known                                   D) knowing  

11- Many accidents ____________ by dangerous driving every day. 

A) was caused                                     B) is caused                        C) are caused                     D) were caused  

12- Apart from the rooms in the castle, there are also about twenty-three stables __________horses may have been 

kept. 

A) What                                              B) whose                             C) where                            D) which 

13- The person who won the prize for Art last year ____________ Huda. 

A) were                                         B) are                                  C) is                                         D)  was 

14- I had my phone ______________after I dropped it. 

A)  repaired                                        B) had repaired                    C) repair                                   D) repairing  

15- " I am studying English a lot now." 

- Rami said that he ___________English a lot then. 

A) studies                                    B) studied                             C) was studying                       D) had studied  

16- " I went to the theatre with my friends." 

- Ibrahim said that he __________ to the theatre with his friends. 

A) going                             B) had gone                                 C)  is going                D) has gone 
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17- By the end of 2010 CE, companies__________________ more smart phones than PCs for the first time. 

A) sell                                                  B) are selling                               C)  has sold                    D) had sold  

18- Children often _____________ computers better than their parents. 

A) use                                                  B) uses                                          C) used                          D) are using  

19-  I hope Sami _______________ us tomorrow. 

A) will be visited                                 B) visit                                          C) will visit                   D) was visiting  

20- By the end of this month, we _____________in this house for a year. 

A) have lived                                        B) lived                                         C) will have lived        D) had living  

21- While I _____________for English exam, my friend called me. 

A) am studying                                     B) was studying                             C) studies                   D) were studying  

22- Students can use social media on their computers to help them with their studies________ including asking other 

student to check and compare their work_____________ asking questions and sharing ideas_________ 

A) ?  /  ,  / !                                              B)  ,  /  ,  /  .                                  C)  :  /  ,  /  .                D) .  /  .  /  ? 

23- Do more ____________ people make better and healthier lifestyle choices? 

A) optimistik                           B) optimustic                                C) optimistic     D)   optimistec 

24- Jawad worked very hard for several years, and then he bought a new car.  

- The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A)  Before Jawad had bought a new car, he worked very hard for several years.  

B) Before Jawad had worked very hard for several years, he bought a new car. 

C) Before Jawad worked very hard for several years, he had bought a new car. 

D) Before Jawad bought a new car, he had worked very hard for several years. 

25- Petra was made a World Heritage Site in 1985 CE. 

A) The place which was made a World Heritage Site in 1985 CE. 

B) It is the place which was Petra made a World Heritage Site in 1985 CE. 

C) The year 1985 CE was Petra made a World Heritage Site. 

D) It was Petra where made a World Heritage Site in 1985 CE. 

26- My friends aren’t used to playing in the morning. 

- The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A)  It is normal for my friends to playing in the morning.  

B) It isn't normal for my friends to playing in the morning. 

C) It was normal for my friends to playing in the morning.  

D) It isn't normal for my friends to play in the morning. 

27-  "We were painting our living room yesterday." 

-  The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is  

A) Marwan told Ali that they were painting their living room the day after. 

B) Marwan told Ali that they have been painting their living red the day before.  

C) Marwan told Ali that they were painting our living room the day after. 

D) Marwan told Ali that they had been painting their living room the day before. 

28-  The person who won Nobel Prize for Literature in 1988 was Naguib Mahfouz. 

- The sentence which emphasises the underlined words is: 

A)  The year when Naguib Mahfouz won Nobel Prize for Literature was 1988. 

B) The person who won Nobel Prize for Literature in 1988 was Naguib Mahfouz. 

C) It was Naguib Mahfouz who won Nobel Prize for Literature in 1988. 

D) The thing that Naghib Mahfouz won in 1988 for Literature was Nobel Prize. 

29-   you should practice the presentation several times. 

A) If I were you, I would practice the presentation several times. 

B) If she was you, I would practice the presentation several times. 

C) If you were him, you would practice the presentation several times. 

D) If I were you, you would practice the presentation several times. 
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Question Number Three (15 points) 

Read the following two texts carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the questions that 

follow. Your answers should be based on the texts. 

The King Hussein Cancer Center (KHCC) is Jordan's only comprehensive cancer treatment center. It treats both adult 

and pediatric patients. As the population of the country increases, more and more families will rely on the hospital for 

cancer treatment. Patients come not only from Jordan but also from other countries in the region, as they are attracted 

by its excellent reputation, lower costs, and cultural and language similarities. 

In order to cope with the increase in demand for treatment, the KHCC has begun an expansion program which will 

include different stages. The hospital will have more than doubled its capacity; increasing space for new cancer cases 

from 3,500 per year to 9,000. By then, they will have added 182 extra beds. New adult and pediatric wards will have 

opened. Additionally, they will have built a special ten-floor outpatients building, with an education center. Many 

cancer patients live far away from the KHCC, and the journey to and from the hospital is often difficult. For this 

reason, there are plans to extend cancer care facilities to other parts of Jordan. 

1- The expansion program that has been started in the KHCC includes different stages. Write down three of these 

stages.                                                                                                                                                          (3 points) 

2-   Patients come from other countries to receive treatment in the KHCC for three different reasons. Write them 

down.                                                                                                                                                          (3 points) 

3- Quote the sentence that states the reason for extending cancer care facilities to other parts of Jordan.    (3 points) 

4- Find a word in the text which means "describing the area of medicine that deals with children and their 

illnesses".  

                                                                                                                                                                    (3 points) 

5- Mention the number of cancer patients that the KHCC will treat at the end of the expansion program me. 

                                                                                                                                                                           (3 points) 
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Question Number Two (16 points) 

Read the following two texts carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the questions that 

follow. Your answers should be based on the texts. 

These days, many family doctors study complementary medicine alongside conventional treatments, and many 

complementary medicine consultants also have medical degrees. Whereas critics used to say that there was no 

scientific evidence that non-conventional treatments actually worked, now it is more common for medical experts to 

recognize that conventional medicine may not always be the only way to treat an ailment. 

At a surgery in London, 70 percent of patients who were offered the choice between a herbal or a conventional 

medicine for common complaints such as insomnia, arthritis and migraines chose the herbal remedy. Fifty percent of 

patients then said that the treatment helped. One doctor said, "I now consider homoeopathy to be a viable option for 

many different conditions, including anxiety, depression and certain allergies. It provides another option when 

conventional medicine does not address the problem adequately." 

However, complementary medicine cannot be used for all medical treatments. It can never substitute for immunizations 

as it will not produce the antibodies needed to protect against childhood diseases. It also cannot be used to protect 

against malaria. 

One doctor said, "I will always turn to conventional medical treatment first to ensure that no underlying condition is 

missed. However, the idea of complementary treatments is no longer an alien concept. In my opinion, it should work 

alongside modern medicine, and not against it." 

 

1- Certain medical conditions may possibly be treated using complementary medicine. Write down four of these 

medical conditions.                                                                                                                                      (4 points) 

2- What are the two cases that complementary medicine can’t be used for?                                                   (2 points) 

3- According to the text, we can't use complementary medicine with immunization. Mention the reason.    (3 points) 

4- According to some doctors, when can we use complementary medicine?                                                  (2 points) 

5- What was the percentage of patients who chose conventional medicine for common complaints at a surgery in 

London?                                                                                                                                                        (2 points) 

6- What does the underlined pronoun (who) refer to?                                                                                      (3 points) 

 

(THE END) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GOOD LUCK 

T. AHMAD E. ALSHATTI 

0791943248 
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Answers 

Question Number One  

1-A/ 2-C/ 3-B/ 4-C/ 5-C/ 6-D/ 7-C/ 8-B/ 9-A/ 10-B/ 11-C/ 12-C/ 13-D/ 14-A/ 15-C/ 16-B/ 17-D/ 18-A/ 19-C/ 20-C 

21-B/ 22-B/ 23-C/ 24-D/ 25-A/ 26-D/ 27-D/ 28-D/ 29-A 

Question Number Two  

1-  

A- 182 extra beds. 

B-  New adult and Pediatric wards. 

C-  Different departments including radiotherapy. 

D-  A special teen floor outpatients building. 

E-  Education center. 

2-  

A- Excellent reputation. 

B-  Lower costs. 

C-  Cultural and language similarities 

3- In order to cope with the increase in demand for treatment, the KHCC has begun an expansion programme which 

will include different stages. 

4- Pediatrics 

5- 9,000 patients per year. 

Question Number Three  

1- anxiety , depression , insomnia , migraines 

2- immunization , malaria 

3- because it will not produce antibodies 

4- when conventional medicine doesn’t address the problem adequately 

5- 70% 

6- 70 percent of patients              /       patients               

 


